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well, now its time to start thinking about how you're going to use it. instantly, ampeg svx 2 for
mac/pc's 49 variations of virtual instruments are available at your fingertips for instant portability -
you can play through your computer's speakers or headphones, though the best way to hear the

tone is through an external speaker or headphones. it provides all the power of an analog amp and
it's just as fun. it's got 50 variations of the patch, and there is a wide variety of tones to be achieved,

from dark, rich lower tones to bright, open and screaming higher notes. anybody who plays an
electric bass guitar knows that the real key to getting a great sound is quality and feel. i like a vocal
clean sound with a little grit. ampeg svx 2 provides that and a ton more. you can go for the authentic
modern bass sounds or the raunchy, raw vintage tones. if you're a new player, you might find ampeg
svx 2 for mac/pc is slightly more of a challenge than playing an all-purpose virtual bass. once you get
used to the interface and the extreme range of possible sounds and tone, you can play like a rock 'n'
roll bass god. ampeg svx 2 for mac/pc is a departure for ik multimedia. it's an all-in-one experience
that lets you not just play the notes, but explore the way the instrument responds to the different
types of notes you play. you can change the sound into guitar amp modes for guitar sounds, bass

amplifier to bass amp mode, combo amp to combo amp mode or bass/combo amp to bass and
combo amp mode. the standby mode feature can be activated or deactivated in the menus as well

as the ez access automation mode feature that enables a midi control surface to assign one or more
pedal tones to any keyboard sequence. as for the midi connectivity, you can select one of three

types of capabilities for amplitube patch.
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ampeg svt 20 1x15 and 2x12 cabinet with a total of 2 12". svt 15x10, svt 30x16 and svt v series
bass cabinets. the svt 100 has a 1x15 and a 5x12 with a total of 5 12". the svt v series cabinets have
a 5x12 front and 2x10 rear ported with a total of 5 12". as was demonstrated during the foot tapping

and mic slapping of the tempo, these are as close to the first generation of cabinet designs as we
could want. this is a cabinet that truly emulates the sound and tone of the original blue-line svt. of

course, if you have seen the earlier blue-line designs in person, there is not much new here. in fact,
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it's not even a major improvement over the svt-vr's predecessor, the ampeg svt pro-15l. so, if you
are not familiar with the sound of the earlier svt-vr cabinet, you might be over the crest of what the

ampeg svt series is capable of delivering. this legendary amp has been popping up in top line studios
for decades now. it has a rich, warm, 'vintage' sound that is never harsh or lacking in power. its tone
is able to cut through the heaviest of guitar runs, adding just the right amount of snare kick and grit

while always leaving enough top end to keep your tone in check. its tubes provide an incredible
sound that never fails to keep you hungry for more. note: this product requires a serial number
which is manually released into your esoundz download area once your order is reviewed and

confirmed. that serial number will then be registered with the ik multimedia authorization manager.
the authorization manager can be found at www.ikmultimedia.com under the support tab. run the

authorization manager and follow the instructions to download and authorize your products.
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